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Given two multi-sets of non-negative integers, we define a measure of their common values 
called the crossing number and then use this concept to provide a combinatorial interpretation 
of the q-Hahn polynomials and combinatorial proofs of the q-analogs of the Pfaff-Saalschutz 
summation and the Sheppard transformation. 
1. Introduction 
The main result in [1; Theorem 2.5, p. 100] asserts that the number of ordered 
pairs (A, B) of subsets of {1, 2, 3 . . . . .  v} in which IAI = n, IBI = m and B contains 
exactly r elements among the smallest n elements of A LJ B is 
In [1], two proofs of this assertion were provided. The first involved some 
minimal combinatorial observations and then repeated applications of Vander- 
monde's theorem. The second was an intricate purely combinatorial construction. 
The parameter r appearing in (1.1) is called the intermingling coefficient of A 
and B [1; p. 99]. There are other ways of considering the intermingling of two 
sets which also lead to interesting combinatorial identities. In Section 3 we 
consider one such new approach: the crossing number and its extensions. 
The simplest example of the crossing number is in connection with two 
nondecreasing finite sequences of positive integers 1r:{al<~a2~ ..  .<-an}, and 
qJ: {bl ~< b2 ~<" • • ~< bin}. The crossing number of ~b with respect o 1r starting at n is 
defined as the largest r for which b,<a~_r+l. If the a 's  and b's are positive then 
the crossing number is most easily understood by viewing the a 's  and b's as 
partitions and looking at their Ferrers graphs [2; p. 6if.I, the a 's  in English 
notation (largest part on top), the b's in French (smallest part on top). For 
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example the English notation graph of ~': 1 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 8 is 
X X X X X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
The French notation graph of 0: 1+ 1+3+3+5+7 is
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 010  
I 
We now superimpose the two graphs: 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
X X x X X 
X X X X X 
® ® x x x 
® ® x 
® 0 0 0 
® 0 0 0 
x I 
X 
olol 
The crossing number of ff with respect o w is in this instance 4, the number of 
the last row (going down) in which the part of ~b is entirely covered by the 
corresponding part of It. 
In Section 2, we present an algorithm of D. Zeilberger that allows us to provide 
a full treatment of crossing numbers in Section 3 culminating in a constructive 
combinatorial proof of the q-analog of the Pfaff-Saalschutz summation due to 
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F.H. Jackson [5]. 
where 
(m--r)(s--r)  $ ~'1 + n - -  $ m + I'1 + k - -  r 
r~>O, (1.2) 
(l_qr,)(l_q,,-x)... ( l_q ,,-M÷I) 
[MN]= ( l _qM)( l _qM_~) . . . ( l _q )  , N>~M>~O, (1.3) 
0, otherwise. 
Section 4 extends the ideas of Section 3 to provide a combinatorial interpretion 
of the q-Hahn polynomials (see (4.1) below). Section 5 gives a second com- 
binatorial interpretation of the q-Hahn polynomials, and the results of Sections 4 
and 5 taken together imply the q-analog of Sheppard's transformation for a sF2 
hypergeometric function (see (5.2) below). Finally we conclude with a short 
consideration of how our developments can be handled through reeursion for- 
mulae. 
Given a partition ,r, we shall use I~1 to denote the weight or sum of the parts in 
,r. Thus if w is 1+2+2+4+6+7+8 then ]~r[ equals 30. The rising q-factorial is 
given by (a; q),, Iql<l, where 
(a; q)® = (1 - a)( l  - aq)(1 - aq2) --. , (1.4) 
(a; q). = (a; q).J(aq"; q)®. (1.5) 
We shall make use of the following basic hypergeometric series: 
[a, b, c '~ ~ (a; q).(b; q).(c; q). _. 
3~021 . ; xl  = I. . . . .  .~ . (1.6) 
\ a ,e / ,~.o(q ;q) , (d ;q) , (e ;q) ,  
We wish to thank Curtis Greene for his suggestions which greatly simplified the 
justification of Algorithm Z. 
2. AMorm,,- Z 
The fundamental step in the constructive proof of the q-analog of Pfaff- 
Saalschutz is a very simple but useful bijection discovered by Zeilberger [3] and 
which we take the liberty to name Algorithm Z. It is a bijective proof that 
(2.1) 
where [~a]  is defined to be the generating function for partitions into exactly A 
parts, all less than or equal to B, with zeroes permitted. 
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Theorem 2.1 (Zeilberger). For all positive integral n, k and s >~ r there exists an 
explicit biiection between pairs of partitions, (X, t~) and ()t', ~'), satisfying: 
(i))t has s pans, all <~ k, 
(ii) o. has r pans, all ~ s - r, 
(iii))t' has s - r  parts, all <~k, 
(iv) t~' has r pans, all ~s - r+k ,  
(v) Ix l+ l~l=lx ' l+ l~' l= n.
Zeros are permitted in all partitions. 
Before exhibiting Algorithm Z, we note one immediate corollary which is that 
if k is sent to infinity and (q; q)~l is recognized as the generating function for 
partitions into exactly s parts with zeros permitted (see [2, Ch. 1]), then it follows 
that 
(q; q); l [~] = (q; q)~-_~ (q; q)~-l. (2.2) 
That is to say, the product definition of the Gaussian polynomial as given in 
(1.3) follows from its definition as a partition generating function and Algorithm 
Z. 
Proof o! Theorem 2.1. Let 0~<a(1)~<a(2)~ <. -  .~a(s )~k  be the parts in )t, 
0~b(1)~<b(2)~ <- . .~b( r )~s- r  be the parts in p~. For l<~i<~r, place b(i) 
directly under a(b(i)+i). Note that l<~b(i)+i<~s and if i~]  then 
b( i )+i~ b(j)+]. The parts from )t with nothing below become the parts in ,k'. 
Note that there will be s - r of them, all less than or equal to k. Each of the other 
parts from X is added to the part from/~ which lies below it, yielding a part in p.'. 
Note that there will be r parts in p~', all less than or equal to s - r+k .  
As an example, let s = 9, r = 5, k = 10, n = 59 and let ~t be 0, 2, 3, 6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 9 
and tL be 0, 1, 1, 3, 4. 
2 6 8 8 h' 
h0  2 3 6 6 8 8 8 9 
~0 1 1 3 4 
0 4 7 11 13 ~' 
The algorithm is uniquely reversible since if c(i), 1 ~< i ~<s-r, are the parts in ~t' 
and d(j), l~]~r  are the parts in t~', then for l~ i<~s- r  c(i) lies to the right of 
all d(j) satisfying c( i )+ i>d( j )  and c(i) lies to the left of all other d(i). For 
1 ~]  ~< r, the ]th smallest part of ~ is then uniquely determined as the number of 
c(i) lying to the left of d(j). This in turn uniquely determines the parts in ,k. [] 
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3. The cozmltuctive proof of the q-analog of ]Pfaff-SHl~hutz ..... 
DeW,l ion. Given two partitions, ¢r:O~<a(1)~ <. .  .---<a(n), @:O~<b(1)~ <. .  .~< 
b(m), the crossing number of @ with respect o ¢r starting at s is 
r = r(g/, ¢r, s) - -max{j  >I 0 [ b(j) < a(s + l - j )} ,  (3.1) 
where a(O) = b(O) = 0 and a(n + k) = b(m + k) = +oo for k I> 1. 
It is easiest o visualize the crossing number if the parts of 7r are listed left to 
right in ascending order and the parts of @ are placed below them, right to left in 
ascending order, with b(1) directly below a(s): 
0~a(1)~. . .~a(s - r )~a(s - r+ l )~. . .~  a(s )~. .  • 
A\ v v 
• . .~b( r+ l )~b( r )  ~- . .~ b(1)~0.  
The crossing number starting at s is the largest r for which b( r )<a(s - r+ l ) .  
From the definition, it follows that if s I>0 and a(s + 1)>0,  then 
O<~r<~s. (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1. Given non-negative integers m, n, k, r and s, 
Lr JLn - - s+r  JL m+n 
where the summation is over all pairs of partitions ('rr, @) satisfying: 
(i) lr has n distinct pans, all greater than or equal to I and less than or equal to 
m+n+k,  
(ii) d~ has m pans, zeros permitted, all less than or equal to s + k, 
(iii) the crossing number of ~b with respect to ¢r starting at s is r. 
As a corollary to the lemma, if we sum both sides of (3.3) over all non-negative 
integral r, the left side becomes the generating function for pairs of partitions 
satisfying (i) and (ii), and this generating function is known to be (see [2; p. 33]) 
q("~l)[m + n + k l [m + sm+ " (3.4) 
Thus, a constructive proof of Lemma 3.1 will yield a constructive proof of the 
q-analog of Pfatt-Saalschutz. 
Corollary 3.2. 
, L r J Ln -s+r JL  m+n =q n m " 
(3.5) 
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Proof ol Lemmm 3.L  We shall construct the desired generating function by 
showing how to build an arbitrary pair of partitions of the desired type out of 
pieces whose generating functions are known. A horizontal bar will separate the 
parts in ¢r from the parts in qJ while a vertical bar marks where the 'crossing' takes 
place. 
Step 1. The ith part of ~r, 1 ~< i <~ n, is at least i, and so we can begin to build 
parts in "rr by placing an i in the position of the ith part. The generating function 
for the sum of integers 1 through n is q(";'). 
¢r 1 2 . . .  s - r  I s - r+ l  . - -  s - -"  n 
I qJ 
Step  2. If nothing were to be added to the parts in ~ then, since the crossing 
number is r, the ith smallest part in qs could not be more than s - r  while the 
(r + 1)st part in qs must be at least s - r. The generating function for r parts all less 
than or equal to s - r  plus m-r  parts all equal to s - r  is 
~r 1 2 " "  s - r  ] s - r+ l  . - .  s . . .  n 
s - r  . . .  s - r  I [3(r) " "  /3(1) 
0~/3(1)~ <. -  .<~[3( r )<~s- r  
S tep  3. At the end of Step 2 we have, in some sense, a minimal pair of 
partitions atisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of the lemma. Our task now is to "flesh it 
out" to an arbitrary pair of such partitions. We consider the parts in the upper 
fight quadrant and, for reasons which will become apparent later, create arbitrary 
distinct parts all greater than or equal to s - r+ 1 and less than or equal to 
m + n - r  by adding n -s  + r parts all less than or equal to m-r ,  that is parts 
generated by [,.~__.~-s] 
, , (1) , . ( r )  ~( . - s+r )  
+ . . .  + . . .  + 
~r 1 2 . . .  s - r  s - r+1 s n 
~, s - r  . . .  s - r  ~(r )  - . .  /3(1) 
0~<a(1)~<. . .<~ct (n -s+r )<~m-r  
0~</3(1)~<---~<13(r)~<s-r 
Step 4. At the end of Step 3 we still have a pair of partitions atisfying (i)--(iii). 
We now want to build a completely arbitrary pair of partitions atisfying (i)--(iii). 
We do this by adding something, possibly zero, to each of the existing m + n parts 
in such a way that the conditions are not violated. If the parts we add are all less 
than or equal to k + r, then the parts in "rr and qs will be less than or equal to 
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m + n + k and s + k, respectively. We claim that, given an arbitrary partition of 
m + n parts all less than or equal to k + r, there exists a way of adding them to the 
diagram at the end of Step 3 such that ¢r and # still satisfy (i)-(iii) and such that 
after these m + n parts have been added, there is a unique way of recovering them 
from the final pair of partitions. 
To see this, let 0<~3"(1)~ <- -  .~3"(m+n)<-.-k+r be the parts to be added. It is 
clear that if we add the parts 3"(1) and 3"(s) in the upper left and lower fight 
quadrants and the rest of the parts in the upper right and lower left quadrants, 
and if we arrange the 3"(i) such that they are increasing left to fight above the bar 
and increasing right to left below the bar, then we will have a pair of partitions 
satisfying (i)-(iii). The question is how to separate the 3,(1) through 3"(s) and then 
the 3"(s + 1) through3"(m + n) in such a way that they are uniquely recoverable 
from the final pair of partitions. The answer is Algorithm Z. 
We let 3"(1) through 3"(s) be the parts in ~t of the algorithm, while/3(1) through 
/3(r) are the parts in p. Note that the /3(0 are less than or equal to s - r ,  as 
required by the algorithm. For 1 ~< i ~< r, each/3(i) is replaced by/3(i) + 3"(/3(i) + i), 
the ith part in/L' and the unused 3"(j), the parts of A', are added in the upper left 
quadrant. Algorithm Z is similarly used to separate the parts 3"(s + 1) through 
3"(mq-n) with a(1) through a(n -s+r )  being the parts in /z. A now contains 
m + n -s  parts and p contains n -s  + r parts and the size of the parts in p, is 
bounded by (m + n - s) - (n - s + r) = m - r, as required by the algorithm. 
It is a straight-forward calculation to show that if partitions ~r: 1 ~< a(1)<.  • • < 
a(n)~m+n+k and d/ :O~b(1)<~. . .~b(m)<~k+s have crossing number r 
starting at s, then in recovering the 3"(i), 1 ~< i<~ m + n, we have the following 
equalities: 
3"(s) = max{b(r), a(s - •)}- (s - •), 
3"(s + 1) = min{b(r + 1), a(s - • + 1) -  1}-  (s - r). 
Therefore, by the definition of the crossing number, 3"(s + 1) is always greater than 
or equal to T(s), as desired. 
The generating function for m + n parts all less than or equal to k + r is 
m+n+k+r ' ]  
m-Fn J .  
remaining 3'(J), J ~<s 
+ + + 
~r 1 2 . . .  s - r  
~l  $- - r  " " " s - - r  
+ + 
remaining ~(j), j > s 
7(s+a(1)+ 1) "r(s+a(r)+r)  ~ , (a (n -s+r )+n+r)  
+ q- + 
a(1) " "  a ( r )  " ' "  ~(n -s+r )  
+ + + 
s - r+ l  s n 
+ 
-~ (/3 (r) + r) 
O~<a(1)~ <" • "<~a(n-s +r)~< m -r, 
0~</3(1)~< .. .<~(r)<~s-r, 
0~/ (1)~.  • .~'y(m +n)~k +r. 
0(1) 
. . .  -~-  
~(~(1)+ 1) 
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The generating function for an arbitrary pair of partitions atisfying (i)-(iii) is 
thus the product of the four generating functions: 
"<: "'[slrmLrJLn-s+rJL+n-s]rm +n+km+n r ] .  []  
4. 'I'ne q -~ polynomials 
It is possible to obtain the generating function for a slightly more general class 
of pairs of partitions, one in which the maximum size of parts in the two partitions 
are specified by independent parameters. Much of the simplicity of Lemma 3.1 is 
lost, but one still obtains a combinatorial proof of a known identity of analytic 
interest. 
Lemma 4.1. Given non-negative integers m, n, Ix, v, s and r, 
<,,:,+.o, = +, . - :1  (<, .. <,.-,., <,-+.-,.-..) 
Lr JLm-r JLn+r -sd  qS-~,qS-,-~ ; 
(4.1) 
where the summation is over all pairs o[ partitions (lr, ~k) satisfying: 
(i) lr has n distinct parts all greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to v, 
(ii) d/ has m parts, zeros permitted, all less than or equal to Ix -  m, 
(iii) the crossing number of  Ik with respect o ¢r starting at s is r. 
The basic hypergeometric series on the right of (4.1) is the q-Hahn polynomial 
of degree v -n  in the variable qS [4]. 
Again, by summing both sides of (4.1) over r, we obtain the following. 
Corollary 4.2. 
rs l r  - s l rv+r -s l  i,,, , , ,-~ ,,m+,-~-, \ )~,~("I')+(s-,)(m-,)/ / / i x  / /  / ,^ /,1 ,,t ,,t . 
• , L r J Lm_r JLn+r_s J3"v2 \  q, -~,qS- , -~ ,q  ) 
PltoO| o|  Lemma 4.1. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we shall build an arbitrary 
pair of partitions of the desired type out of pieces whose generating functions are 
known. We begin at the end of Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 3.1 where the 
generating function stood as q(-;')÷t~-,)c,,,-,)[~]. 
~r 1 2 . . .  s - r  s - r+1 . . .  s . . .  n 
~b s - r  . . .  s - r  /3(r) . . .  /3(1) 
0---</3(1) ~<-- .<~/3(r)<~s-r. 
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Step 3. If we are to have independent bounds on the size of the parts in -tr and 
4,, respectively, then the parts we add in the upper right and lower left quadrants 
will have to be generated independently and we shall need to know the size of the 
largest part to be added in the upper left or lower right quadrants. Denote the size 
of this largest part by h. Eventually, we shall sum over all possible h. There are 
thus s parts with largest part exactly h to be added in the upper left and lower 
right quadrants. If they are distributed between these quadrants by Algorithm Z, 
using/3(1) through/3(r) as the partition/x, then they will be uniquely recoverable 
from the final pair of partitions. 
The generating function for s parts with largest part exactly h is qh[S+h-~l]. 
remaining a(i), i ~< s
+ + + 
" t r l  2 . . .  s - r  s - r+ l  • ' '  S • " "  n 
4, S- - r  s - - r  
+ . . .  + 
8(m - r) 8 (1 )  
O<~a(1)~ -" • ~<ot (s )  = h,  
remaining or( i )  
+ + + 
~r l  2 . ' .  s - r  
=qht"-s+m)[v+r-s-h][p'-s-h]L n s+r  J L  m-r  o 
V(1) T(r) v(n -- s + r) 
+ . . .  + . . .  + 
s - - r+ l  s n 
/3(r) /3(1) 
+ . . .  + 
ot(/3(r)+r) a(/3(1)+ 1) 
0~</3(1) ~<. .  .~ /3( r )<~s- r ,  
h ~<3, (1 )~<. . .<~T(n-s+r )<~v-n ,  
h ~<8(1)  ~<. • • <~8(m - r)<~ I.L--(s-- r)--  m. 
The generating function for pairs of partitions atisfying (i)-(iii) of Lemma 4.1 is 
4, s - r  . . -  s - r  /3(r) /3(1) 
+ . . .  + 
a(/3(r)+r)  a(/3(1)+ 1) 
0~a(1)~"  • "~a(s )= h, 
0~/3(1)~. . .~/3( r )~s- r .  
Step 4. We now add n -s  + r parts, each at least h and at most v -n  to the 
upper right quadrant and m - r parts, each at least h and at most p, - (s - r) - m to 
the lower left quadrant. When we sum over all possible h, this gives us a 
completely arbitrary pair of partitions atisfying conditions (i)-(iii). The generating 
function for the partitions added at this step is 
232 
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<,<-,'>+<.-.,,--.,[;] x <,',<,.-.+,,.+', [' "-'lr" +'- ' -  "]['-<,7, ;-;']. h s -1  JL n- -s+r  - 
Using the product definition of the Gaussian polynomial, the summation inside 
the generating function can be rewritten as 
Z qh(.-s+m+l) (q; q)s+h-t(q; q)v+.-.-h(q; q)~.-.-h 
h (q; q).- l(q; q)h(q; q),,-.+.(q ; q)~-. -h(q;  q),.-.(q ; q)~-.-,.+. 
(q; q)~+.-s(q; q)~-. 
(q; q).-s+.(q; q)~-. (q; q),.-.(q ; q)~-,-,.+. 
X ~ (q'; q)h(q~-"-h+l; q)h(q"-S-m+'-h+l; q)hqh("-s+"+l) 
h (q; q)h(q~+~-'-i+l; q)h(q~-~-h+l; q)h 
: [ "  r 
Ln -- S + rJLm -- rJ ~" (q; q)h(q'-~; q)h(q'- '-"; q)h 
Therefore, the desired generating function is 
q(.v)+(s-,>(. ,)[ s ] [  v + r -  s l [  - s q" q) 
• . E~ 
Lr JLn -s+r JLm-r j  \ q,-~,qS-,-~ , 
5. The q-,~laepl~rdl k le~ 
There is another way of obtaining the generating function for the pairs of 
partitions counted on the left of (4.1). Instead of summing over h which 
represents the largest of the s parts inserted in the upper left and lower right 
quadrants, we sum over a second crossing number, this time starting at ~ - v + n. 
We assume that s is less than or equal to /x -v  + n. 
Lemmm 5.1. Given non-negative integers m, n, V., v, s and r such that s <<- g. - v + n, 
we have that 
'~"~ ql~l+i,t,I = q("~')+(s-r)(m--r)+(ra+s--p.-r)(n-v) 
v-n  J Lm+n-r -v J3~P2\qm+"-~'+ l ,q  "+"-'-v+l ;q ) '  
(5.1) 
where the summation is over the same pairs of  partitions as in (4.1). 
By comparing Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 we have the following q-analog of Shep- 
pard's transformation. 
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5.2. 
I 
_ r J Ln+r_s JS~2\  qS-~,, qS - , - ,  ; 
_ , , ( .~+s_~_ , ) ( , _~) [m+v- t t ] [n+~-s -v ]  {q,.+,,+l,q.--,,,qm+~--t.+, ~ 
--'~ L v - -n  J km+n-r -v J3~2kq '+" - "+~,q  "+ . . . . .  + ' ;q /  
(5.2) 
l~mo|  o |  ~ $.1. Aga in  we bui ld an arb i t rary  pair  of part i t ions of the desired 
type beginning at the end of Step 2. The generat ing function to this point  is 
q(" ; t )+(s - - r ) (m- r ) [S r ] "  
"tr 1 2 . . .  s - r  s - r+ l . . .  s " "  n 
s - r  . . .  s - r  /3(r) " -  /3(1) 
0---</3(1)---<...<~/3(r)<~s-r. 
Step 3. In o rder  to have greater  simplicity later,  we let m - v + n + h denote  the 
crossing number  of ~ with respect  to ~r start ing at g -v  + n. Since g -v  + n is 
greater  than or  equal  to s, the crossing number  m-v  + n + h is greater  than or  
equal  to r, the crossing number  start ing at s. To  guarantee that the (m-v  + n + 
h)th part  in qJ is at most (g -v+n) - (m-v+n+h)=/z -m-h  while the 
(m - v + n + h + 1)th part  is at least g - m - h, we add parts  0 ~< 3,(1) ~<" • • ~< 
y(m-r -v+n+h)~lz - ra -h -s+r  to the ( r+ l ) th  through (m-v+n+h) th  
parts  of ~k and add M =/z  - m - h - s + r to each part  beyond that. The  generat ing 
function which contr ibutes these is 
qt~-m-h-s+,)(~-,-h)[ n + l~--S-- v ] 
Im+n-r -v+hJ "  
1 . . .  s - - r  s - - r+ l  . . .  s . . .  n+p. - -v  . . .  rt 
s - r  s - r l s - r  s - r  ~(r) - . .  /3(1) 
¢' + " "+ +1 " "+ M M y( ra - r -v+n+h)  y(1) 
0~</3(1)<~.-. </3(r)~<s-r, 
0~<3,(1)~<. • .~ l (m-r -v+n+h)<~M=l~-m-h-s+r .  
Step 4. In a step s imi lar to (3) of the proof  of lemma,  we now add parts  
0~<o~(1) <~- • "<~a(m-~+n+h)<~v-n-h  to the (m- I~+n+h)  largest parts in 
,,÷~-~ "n-. The generat ing function for these is [~- . -h ] .  
a(1) a(m-~, +n+h) 
J -6 ... 4- 
~r 1 " ' "  s - - r  s - - r+1 " "  ( i t -m-h -n+1)  . . .  s " "  n 
s - r  s - r  s - r  s - - r  [3(r) . . .  0(1) 
+ . . .  + + . . .  + 
M M y(m-r -v+n+h)  3,(1) ]
Onga(1)~.. "~a(m-p .+n+h)~v-n -h ,  
0~(1)~' '  "~O(r )~s- r ,  
O~y(1)~- - .~y(m-r -v+r t+h)~M=p. -m-h-s+r .  
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Step 5. The final step is to flesh this out to an arbitrary pair of partitions 
satisfying the conditions by adding m + n parts bounded by h and using Algorithm 
Z so that these parts are uniquely recoverable. We split our m + n parts into three 
subpartitions consisting of the s smallest parts 0<~8(1)~ -- -~<8(s) which are 
added to the first s - r  parts of ~r and the first r parts of 4, the next n + t~-v -s  
smallest parts 8(~ + 1) <~. • • ~< ~(n +/~ - v) which are added to the next tz - rn - 
h -n -s+r  parts of 7r and the next m-r -v+n+h parts of $, and the final 
m- l z+v parts 8 (n+ix -v+l )~ <. .  .~<8(m+n)~<h which are added to the re- 
maining parts of -rr and tk. For each of these three subpartitions, Algorithm Z is 
employed. The generating function for these last parts is ['~+h"+h]. 
remaining/St, j), j ~< s rem. 8(j), 
+ + + 
~r 1 . . .  s--r  s - - r+ l  
s - r  . . .  s - r  l s - r  S - - r  
@+ + / + ' "  ÷ 
M M ~(m-r -v+n+h)  ~(l) 
+ + + + 
rein. 8(1"), 8(s +j  +~(j)) 
-v+ l  
0~a(1)~<. . .~o~(m-~+n+h)<~v-n-h ,  
0~(1)~ <- -  -~13( r )~s -  r,
0<~,(1)<~. • .~ .y (m-r -v+n+h)<~M=lz -m-h-s+r ,  
0~<8(1)~ • • .~8(m+n)~h.  
Summing over all values of h, we see that 
s+l~j  
+ 
"'" ( c -m-h-n)  
~(r) --. 13(1) 
+ + 
8(l](r)+r) . . '  8( .8 (1)+1 
xxq<,,_,,.,_,,_,,+,><,,_:_,,>r,,+,..-,.,.lr ,,+ ,.-s_,., 11" 
, Lv-n -h  J Lm+n-r -v+hJL  
As in Section 4, the summation can be simplified as 
q(.- , . -a-.+.x . . . .  h)(q; q),.+._.(q; q).+._,_.(q; q)rrt+rt+h 
8(n+~-v+/+aU) )  
+ + 
~(1) c~(ra-t~ +n +h) 
+ + 
( t z - ra -h -n+l )  . . .  n 
+n+h] .n  
(5.x) 
T=X 
h (q; q)~-.-h(q; q),,,+.-~+h(q; ),,,+.-.-.+h(q; q)-,,,+,~-~+r-~,(q; q),,,+,,(q; q)h 
(q; q),.+.-,<(q; q)~+,~-,-. 
--- (q; qL- . (q;  q)-.,+~<-.+,(q; q).,+.-~(q; q),.+ . . . . .  
× X q(~-m-h-s+~)(,.-.-I~) (qm+n+l; q)h(q . . . .  ~+1; q)h(q-m+~-s+.-h+l; q)h
(q; q)~,(q"+"-"+~; q)h(q"+"-'-"*~; q)h 
L v--rt  JLDl"4"Pl--r--]uJ3~Ol\~m+n-v'+l>~ m+n-r-~'+l ;q  ~(m+s-v.-r)(n-.). 
(5.3) 
Identities in combinatories III
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1. [] 
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6. A recmive argument 
Class 1: 1 d ~r 
Class 2 :1  ~ -n" 
Class 3 :0  e ~k. 
Lemmas 3.1, 4.1 and 5.1 can also be proved by a recursive argument. Let 
F(r, s; m, n, t~, v) be the generating function for pairs of partitions (Tr, ~b) satisfying 
(i) w has n distinct parts all greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal 
to v, 
(ii) $ has m parts, zeros permitted, all less than or equal to /~-  m, 
(iii) the crossing numbers of ~b with respect o ~- starting at s is r. 
Such pairs of partitions can be divided into three classes: 
and O~b. 
and 065.  
There is a natural bijection between the set of class 1 pairs (~r, if) counted by 
F(r, s; m, n, tz, v) and all pairs (~r', ~b') counted by F(r, s; m, n, t~ - 1, v -  1) ob- 
tained by subtracting one from each of the parts in ~" and ~0. The relationship 
between the weights is that I~rl+l@l--m+n+br'l+l@'l. There is also a natural 
bijection between class 2 pairs (Tr, @) counted by F(r, s; m, n, ix, v) and all pairs 
(,rr', if') counted by F(r, s - 1; m, n - 1, I~ - 1, v -  1), again by subtracting one from 
each of the parts in 7r and ~. The weights are again related by I~l+l¢l-- 
m + n + I~'1 ÷ Ig/I. Finally, we have a bijection between class 3 pairs (~-, ~b) counted 
by F(r, s; m, n, tz, v) and all pairs (It', ~k') counted by F( r -1 ,  s - l ;  m- l ,  n, p~, v) 
by leaving ~ untouched and deleting one zero from ~. In this case, the weights are 
unchanged, I~l + I~1--I~'l+lg"l. We thus have the following recursion when r, s, 
m, n, /~ and v are positive integers. 
F(r, s; m, n, t~, v) = q m+"F(r, s; m, n, tz - 1, v - 1) 
+qm+"F(r ,  s - l ;  m, n - l , / z - l ,  v - l )  
+F( r -  1, s - l ;  m- l ,  n,/z, v). (6.1) 
F(r, s; m, n, tz, v) is uniquely defined if we also include the following initial 
conditions: 
F(0, s; m, n,/z, v)=qm+nF(O, s; m, n, p~-l ,  v - l )  
+qm+nF(0, s - l ;  m, n - l , /~-1 ,  v - l ) ,  s>O,  
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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0 =10  r-- ,f  F(r, 
otherwise, (6.4) 
F( r , s ;m,O,~,v )= m 
otherwise, (6.5) 
F( r , s ;m,n ,~,v )=O i f r>s  orm>~ or n>v.  (6.6) 
Equation (6.2) follows from the fact that if r = 0, that is that the smallest part in 0 
is at least as large as the sth part of ~r (s >0),  then qJ cannot contain zeros and so 
(w, qJ) cannot be class 3. If r = s = 0 as in (6.3), then we are simply counting pairs 
of partitions which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). If q~ has no parts as in (6.4), then 
r must be zero and we count only partitions ~r which satisfy (i). If Ir has no parts 
as in (6.5), then r must equal s and we count only partitions q~ which satisfy (ii). 
Equation (6.6) is immediate from the definition. 
To prove Lemma 3.1, which states that 
+. '] 
- L r . l Ln -s+r JL  m+n ' 
(6.7) 
it is su~cient to prove that the fight side of (6.7) satisfies the recursion and initial 
conditions given above with /~ = s + k, v = m + n + k. The recursion will follow 
from the recursion for Gaussian polynomials, 
[B ]= [A -~]+qS[AB-1] ,  (6.g) 
and the initial conditions are easily verified. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 can be proved similarly, although it is considerably more 
difficult o show that the right sides of (4.1) and (5.1) satisfy the recursion given by 
(6.1). 
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